
MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 
JOINT CITIZENS' ADVISORY COMMITTEE, 

BICYCLE/PEDESTRIAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND 
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING 

2401 S. E. Monterey Road 
4th Floor Workshop Conference Room 

Stuart, FL 34996 
www .martinmpo.com 

(772) 221-1498 

Monday, November 14, 2016@ 1:30 pm 
Minutes 

1. CALL TO ORDER 
Mr. Sam Amerson called the meeting to order at I :30 pm. 

2. ROLLCALL 
Members in Attendance: 
Amy Eason 
Stephen Driver 
Albert Zilg 
John Patteson (Left at 3:25 PM) 

Trent Steel (Arrived at I :40 PM-left at 2:30 PM) 

Joan Moore 
Ken Natoli 
Julie Preast 
John Trahan 
Hal Forslund 
Gene Zweben 
Jan Icyda 
David Pittinos 
Alex Barr (Ex-Officio) 

Sam Amerson 
Joe Capra 
George Stokus 
Mark Cocco (Left at 2:53 PM) 

Don Donaldson (Left at 2:58 PM) 

Lisa Dykstra 
Kim Delaney (Arrived at I :41 PM) 

Claudette Mahan (Left at 2 58 PM) 

Ken DeAngeles 

Members Excused: 
Saadia Tsaftarides 
Dan Parz 
Ann Kagdis 
Andy Flanner 
Stuart Trent 
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Samantha Lovelady 

Members Absent 
Sheila Kurtz 
William Fry 
Craig Houdeshell 
Eric Smith 
Steve Mayer 

Staff in Attendance: 
Beth Beltran, MPO Administrator 
Alice Bojanowski, Senior Planner 
Bolivar Gomez, Planner 
Ricardo Vazquez, Senior Associate Planner 
Margaret Brassard, Administrative Assistant III 

Others Present: 
Dan Hiden, FDOT 
Antonette Adams, FOOT 
Leslie Wetherell, FDOT 
Jeremy Upchurch, FOOT 
Victoria Williams, FOOT Turnpike 
George Dzama, MC Engineering Dept. 

A quorum was present for this meeting. 

3. APPROVE AGENDA 
Mr. George Stokus made a motion to approve the agenda which was seconded 
by Mr. Steven Driver. There were no objections, the motion passed 
unanimously. 

4. AGENDA ITEMS 
A. FY2016/17-FY2020/21 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT 

PROGRAM {TIP) AMENDMENT 
Ms. Beltran advised that this Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) 
Amendment was requested by the Florida Department of Transportation (FOOT) 
to add additional funding to the segment of the East Coast Greenway (ECG) 
which runs through Jonathan Dickinson State Park connecting to the Hobe 
Sound National Wildlife Refuge. She advised that the FDOT received the award 
letter after the MPO submitted the TIP to the District Four Office. Staff is 
requesting approval of this amendment and FDOT staff is also here to answer 
any questions. 

Mr. Stephen Driver moved approval for the FY2016/17-FY2020/21 
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) Amendment. Mr. George 
Stokus provided a second. The motion was unanimously approved. 

B. FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (FDOT) FY2017/18-
FY2021/22 CITIZENS' REPORT DRAFT TENTATIVE WORK 
PROGRAM 
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Ms. Beltran reminded the committees that they had previously reviewed the Lists 
of Project Priorities (LOPP), which was subsequently approved by the MPO 
Policy Board. The LOPP were submitted to FOOT, and was used as the basis for 
this year's Tentative Work Program. She introduced Ms. Antonette Adams of 
the Work Program Office. Ms. Adams said that the cycle began in the summer 
with informal meetings held with the MPO staff to compile the LOPP which was 
received by FDOT on October 1, 2016. Ms. Adams advised that they are 
presenting the Draft Tentative Work Programs to the District Four Advisory 
Committees and MPO Boards; a District Public Hearing is scheduled for 
November 30, 2016 at 6:30 PM out of the District Four office in Ft. Lauderdale, 
FL. She advised that people are welcome to attend in person at the Ft. 
Lauderdale office or via satellite at the Palm Beach County or the Treasure Coast 
Office, or they may participate in the public hearing via webinar. Central Office 
will hold a Statewide Public Hearing on March 10, 2017 and the Legislature will 
convene on March 11, 2017. Ms. Adams went on to review the funded projects 
shown in the three documents provided in the agenda packet: the Martin County 
Citizen's Report, the Status of Key Projects and the District Wide Report which 
consists of projects that may or may not be implemented in your County. Mr. 
Ken Natoli stated that many roads on these lists are scheduled for resurfacing 
and do not have bike lanes on them which is a problem to the BP AC and he will 
not support this item. He said that as resurfacing only happens every 15 or 20 
years, if that window is missed it will never happen. Mr. Natoli noted that it is 
critical that bike lanes or at a minimum a wide shoulder be included on these 
roads. He said that many drivers have expressed displeasure when having to 
change lanes to pass him while riding his bike on roads without bike lanes. He 
suggested foregoing the cost of some of the studies to fund the bike lanes or 
paved shoulders. Ms. Joan Moore agreed with Mr. Natoli, stating that she was 
appalled that only two out of seven roadways had bike lanes. Ms. Beltran 
clarified that the lists being referred to by these members are the SCOP Grant 
Program funds being applied for by the County. She added that Mr. Don 
Donaldson, Engineering Department Director and Mr. George Dzama, Capital 
Projects Manager are present and can address these projects as they are not State 
Projects. Mr. George Dzama said that the County has programed a lot of these 
projects and yes, costs are a large factor in that the County has to provide a 25% 
match. He said that the budget can only go so far on these roadways and to 
include the bike lanes basically a whole lane must be included to the roadway. 
Mr. Dzama said for just Cove Road it would run approximately $600,000. He 
stated that they have included bike lanes where they could, Bridge Road, Pratt 
Whitney Road and Citrus Boulevard as examples. Mr. Natoli suggested that he 
would like to have this before the decision makers who control the funds adding 
that this should be a priority over some of the upcoming studies or proposed 
landscaping. He appreciates Mr. Dzama explaining about this and his budget but 
he thinks those making the decision for the budget need to be informed as to the 
level of concern held by the residents. At least then they can make an educated 
decision because adding a bike lane post a resurfacing job is less likely to happen 
as well as more costly. He said that this should be the time we can get before the 
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MPO Board to let them see what is desired. If they don't want it, fine but we 
have to give them the chance to see it to say, "yes" or "no" and that they are not 
concerned we don't want it to just be "business as usual" Mr. Natoli said. Mr. 
Dzama said that these projects are needed and about as bare bones as can be, 
adding that we reuse the roadway millings for the shoulder base for the bike 
lanes already existing. He said that most roadway projects are five years out so 
when the roadway life cycle end is reached, we're there and we do the best we 
can to maximize the funds. Mr. Natoli said but someone has a big pot of funds 
for these projects and all the other stuff on this 140 plus pages of projects, but 
some of this stuff can be postponed to a later date to accomplish these lane 
projects. Again, he said he would not vote to approve this item. Mr. Joe Capra 
stated that bike lanes are being sought but he personally would prefer a multiuse 
path and TAP funds could be sought for off road paths. He affirmed that about 
every ten years a project may be overlaid and in another 10/15 years all of us will 
be off of the committee and we will not have accomplished getting a facility. If 
a way to obtain other DOT funding could be found it would be great while 
accomplishing everything that is desired. Mr. Capra continued that an off road 
path would be best but it's unrealistic to think it could always happen due to 
ROW. Mr. John Patteson said that he's of the assumption that the roadways are 
based on needs not random selection, and choices are made due to the amount of 
traffic. He asked Mr. Natoli if there is a list of heavily used roadway areas for 
bicycles. Mr. Patterson inquired if there is something that can be applied to the 
list of roadway improvements to see the heaviest cycling locations. He advised 
that since the widening and lanes were installed out on Citrus it's getting a lot of 
use. Is there a way to compare the two needs, the vehicle needs compared to the 
most impact for cyclists? Mr. Natoli advised that there are lists of priority roads 
but these have come to the forefront because they are preparing to be resurfaced 
and it won't happen again for years so we have to act now to get bike lanes on 
these roads and these roads are heavily traveled with bikes. He said that there is 
a list of heavily traveled roads for bikes but he doesn't have it here, it is in the 
Bicycle Pedestrian Action Plan (BP AP). Mr. Dzama affirmed that the BPAP is 
taken into account. Mr. Donaldson offered a reminder to the committees that the 
County has a $200,000,000 deficient in infrastructure repair of which 
$80,000,000 is roads related. He said that there have been people killed due to 
the lack of maintenance on facilities so the number one priority is to catch up. 
Mr. Donaldson stated that though we'd like to increase the roadway capacity for 
cyclists it's a health and safety issue and we are limited in the amenities that may 
be added. He said that the Board of County Commissioners (BOCC) did add 
funds to the amount received in an effort to increase improvements in the next 15 
years but it's still a balance between those two issues. Mr. Donaldson said that 
they do try to include bike lanes when possible. The more urban areas are more 
costly as there are drainage or ROW matters and fixing residents' driveways 
which greatly increase the estimated amounts. He said that the BPAC's efforts 
and rankings are valued as well as critical but it's important to note that these 
projects are costly. Mr. Donaldson advised that the projects shown are largely 
maintenance projects as large capital projects are out of the way. Martin's MPO 
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is one of th few MPOs that are even talking about performing maintenance in 
their TTPs as main ly they ar dominated by capacity projects. Mr. Donald on 
said that you can vote against it, but it won ' t make a difference as far as FOOT 
fond bike lanes are being incorporated wherev r possible. Mr. Natoli aid he 
wants thi brought to the attention of the decision maker and partners so th y 
know that this is another reason to approve a on nt sale tax or other way to 
find funds. Discussion en ued and it was said that if additional funds/grant were 
located they could be u ed for bike lanes. Mr. Da id PiUino aid that th BPA 
want Martin to be pede trian/c clist friendly; other cities with the same 
problems are doing it but it ha to begin somewhere. Mr. Hal For lund said that 
he uses hi bik for transportation and gets his exerci e at the same time. Mr. 
Fors lund suggested widen ing the exi ting idewalks to be capable of 
accommodating pedestrian and cyclists i.e. a multimodal path ' hich would have 
more people u ing their bikes les ·ening the need for additional road . Mr. John 
Trahan noted the injurie and fatalities of cyclists in Martin adding that th r ar 
individual segments of bike lanes throughout the aunty but they don ·t connect 
making mobility to other area diffi ult. If the resurfa ing i done there no 
opportunity to do this again for a long time, and the community misses the goal 
of becoming pedestrian/cyclist friendly. Mr. Donaldson said that the challenge is 
that the rate of deterioration is greater than the public's investment and a couple 
of years ago when the Infrastructure Sales Tax Referendum was on the ballot it 
failed by approximately 30 votes. Mr. Donaldson said that the new Board could 
change it, but we've only had the new Florida Power and Light (FPL) franchise 
fee less than one year and it's been spent. He said that bike lanes are needed, but 
having vehicles hydroplane, killing people due to lack of maintenance is 
paramount because it's a liability and moral issue. Mr. Donaldson advised that 
he' s an advocate for bike lanes, but not at the cost of watching roadways 
deteriorate, which highlights the importance of prioritizing. He said if the Board 
wants to build bike lanes, the Engineering Department will oblige but he will 
remain firm as to the commitment to promoting safety for the deteriorating 
roadways. Mr. Donaldson said they would build bike lanes where they can, 
using whatever funds they can obtain. Ms. Julie Preast addressed the FDOT 
representative saying that her understanding is that pedestrian fatalities in the 
State of Florida is one of the top two in the nation, and inquired if they were 
working toward an improvement plan. She asked if that fatality number was 
inclusive of cyclists and pedestrians. Ms. Leslie Wetherell, the District Program 
Manager, from FOOT advised that she's unsure of Florida's safety ranking as it 
is out of her purview but she's aware that the local safety office is working with 
Central Office along with all the safety offices throughout the State for ways to 
leverage safety funds from the Federal Government to fund improvements to the 
local facilities with a safety need. She reminded the committee that safety is data 
driven and documented safety incidents or occurrences are needed to leverage 
those safety funds. The Safety Office has been tasked with that and is looking 
into that matter. Locally ifthat comes to fruition, her office will be working with 
Mr. Donaldson's office to implement projects on local facilities. Ms. Leslie 
Wetherill went on to address the SCOP and TAP grant programs, and stated that 
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MPO Attributable Funds may be used for maintenance and bike/ped 
opportunities. Ms. Wetherell remarked that if a resurfacing project is on the 
State Highway System FDOT strives to implement bike/ped improvement 
facilities provided no cost prohibitive or ROW issues exist. Mr. Zweben 
inquired if additional funds were obtained could they be added to projects to 
possibly add the bike lanes. Mr. Donaldson affirmed noting that most of these 
projects are several years out for construction funding. He said it would happen 
by adding to the funding, FDOT's proposed timeline would have to be met to use 
their funds and FDOT wouldn't share in the extra costs of the add on. Mr. 
Pittinos said to Mr. Donaldson if additional funds were located the County would 
use them to fund the 15 year backlog, not the bike lanes. He didn't agree that the 
bike lanes should come after the backlog. Mr. Donaldson said that the County 
has an obligation to prioritize those with the greatest need. He continued with 
the projects which have the greatest deterioration yet lowest safety impacts are 
the ones that will be deferred, which are typically neighborhood roads. Higher 
speed roadways are prioritized first as they have greater safety risk factors. Ms. 
Preast advised that the Veteran's Memorial Bridge was built because it was a 
shovel ready project when the funds came available from the Government. She 
noted that with the upcoming election, word has it that the infrastructure is again 
in need of funding, so opportunities may happen again. However, Ms. Preast 
said, this schedule of projects should be approved with a potential caveat stating 
if additional funding is received, the bicycle lanes would be put in as priority 
projects on the list. She asked if that sentence could be added to the approval. 
Mr. Donaldson said he would be open to that but given the discussion you may 
want it to be stronger to show that these sidewalks and bike lanes are important 
to you. Ms. Preast said that part of the approval language should be that, "the 
time to request this is now, though we currently don't have the money, it needs 
to be included so the window of opportunity isn't missed costing an additional 
15 years". 

Mr. Capra asked if widening the length of 1-95 through Martin is located in a 
different list as he didn't see it and is of the opinion that it should happen. Ms. 
Lisa Dykstra, with FDOT District Four Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) 
Coordinator said that the PD&E studies were programmed but were canceled 
until further reviews indicate it is warranted. She advised that currently there is a 
Master Plan Study which will run the length of 1-95 through Martin, St. Lucie 
and Indian River Counties and help determine the timeframe/necessity for 
additional capacity through the three Counties. Mr. Natoli doubts that this will 
make a difference but he desires to inform the Board that these are serious 
concerns and if we don't vote for the Tentative Work Program, the message is 
clear. Ms. Beltran advised that there are many other transportation projects 
included in the Work Program, not just the resurfacing projects that are at stake. 
She said that even District wide projects are included as well as funds for the 
maintenance of traffic lights and transit system funds. Ms. Beltran said that the 
list that was reviewed was only the Key Projects which contained the resurfacing 
projects, but the entire Program includes $150 Million for all the County's 
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transportation projects. Mr. Natoli said that in those funds are probably many 
studies, could some of those studies be postponed to free up the funds to provide 
asphalt on the road? Ms. Wetherell said that local roadways [off system] 
improvements, outside of the statutory program where the State funds may be 
used for resurfacing as previously indicated, are required to use Federal funds. 
FDOT looks to balance the Federal funds that come to Martin with the State 
funds to maximize their usage. She pointed out that some of the MPO Priorities 
are specific to buffered bike lane improvements i.e. the Jensen Beach Boulevard 
(#8), the Roosevelt Bridge (#3) and FDOT was able to help move these large 
projects forward. She stated that it is a balance with working with the 
resurfacing teams and prioritizing adding that Martin County and Stuart have 
been successful with their TAP projects. Ms. Wetherell cautioned the committee 
against saying "no" to the full Program adding that they have programmed funds 
for every project this year. She as well as the other committee members hear the 
concerns and we'll work with Martin to see what opportunities may become 
available. Mr. Patteson asked that just as roadways are prioritized by traffic 
volume, could it be shown that certain bike routes are in need? If so we all 
should be educated and it should be brought to everyone's attention. He said it is 
incumbent upon us to promote better understanding and education as to the 
correlation between vehicles and bicycles. 

Mr. John Patteson said he would make the motion to accept the Citizen's 
Report and to continue working on this matter [vehicle/bicycles 
prioritizations] to get this in front of the public. Mr. Driver asked if the 
motion could be amended to include, "that as a group, it is requested if 
additional funds become available, for the purposes of allowing bike lane 
improvements, that it be a major consideration for the MPO." Mr. Natoli 
requested a stronger language statement. He offered, "that the MPO Board, 
staff, and any other partners involved in the funding processes, seek out 
additional funding, reprioritize projects now or in the future to ensure that 
bike lanes are constructed on Martin's roads as expeditiously as possible." 
Mr. Patteson said that he would accept the amendment with the addition that 
when staff is looking for funds they also seek ways to educate the public to 
provide them with safety reasons why this is needed showing that it is more 
dire on some roads which should be highly prioritized. Discussion ensued 
regarding the motion and its aspects. 

The final motion made by Mr. John Patteson, amended by others as well as 
accepted by Mr. Patteson was to accept the Citizen's Report, to continue 
working on this matter [vehicle/bicycles prioritizations] to educate/explain 
to the public the importance of bike lanes on certain roadways and to seek 
out additional funding or reprioritize projects to ensure that bike lanes are 
constructed on Martin's roads as expeditiously as possible. Ms. Julie Preast 
provided a second to the motion. There was no additional discussion so the 
question was called and the motion passed unanimously. 

Mr. Natoli inquired when this would go to the MPO Policy Board. Ms. Beltran 
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advised that it would go to the Board on December 19, 2016. Mr. Amerson 
advised that if anyone had anything to say in support or opposition of this motion 
that meeting would be the time to address the Board. 

C. COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS REPORT UPDATE 
Ms. Beltran said that this is a required update under Federal law as the MPO is 
having a Federal Certification audit in 2017. She advised that Ms. Alice 
Bojanowski and Mr. Ricardo Vazquez are here to present this Community 
Characteristics Report Update to you. Mr. Vazquez said that the input from 
diverse communities provides for informed transportation decisions which 
benefit the public by recognizing the characteristics of Martin's residents. He 
advised that the report follows the requirements set forth in the Title VI of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964 to prevent discrimination on the basis of race, color, 
national origin, minority and language or income status. He highlighted that the 
American Community Survey data was the source used in compiling this report. 
Ms. Bojanowski displayed a map naming the 11 planning areas in Martin County 
adding that they were divided using Census data and boundaries. Ms. 
Bojanowski said that using their geographic data the MPO was capable of 
making the information more usable based on the existing population. The 
Community Characteristics report contains a lot of Census data and the MPO is 
looking to update the 2012 information with this report. She said that the 
Demographics information delineates the five categories of people that are 
historically underserved including Senior Citizens and Minorities. Ms. 
Bojanowski showed an area on the map that highlights the density of households 
without vehicles in an area of Hobe Sound adding that this report will provide a 
better understanding of our communities, to improve transit and mobility 
planning as well as qualification for grant applications. Mr. Zilg inquired if data 
for the age groups between school age or 16-25 has been broken out. She 
confirmed that it is a working report however not everything makes the 
PowerPoint. She continued that information is gleaned from the schools and 
mapped geographically, depending on the information needed. Mr. Zilg asked 
where the 25-50 age group are going, where do they work, noting that they are 
heading south on US 1. Ms. Bojanowski explained to Mr. Driver that the 
Growth Management Department was looking at nine locations, and whereas the 
Comprehensive Plan showed this area as South County, the MPO broke the nine 
areas into eleven areas and we have Hobe Sound separately. Ms. Julie Preast 
noted that in the introduction of this project all the CRAs were mentioned except 
for Golden Gate and she requested that it be added to the aforementioned CRAs. 
She continued that in the map with the City of Stuart, the City's CRA extends 
north of the Roosevelt Bridge but it's not noted on the map. Ms. Preast noted 
that in the text of the North County description that Rio was omitted and it needs 
to be included, indicating that it is a CRA. Ms. Preast stressed the importance of 
correctly identifying the CRAs as it covers poverty and other blights which are 
tied into CRAs. Ms. Preast said that when specific areas of the seven CRAs are 
mentioned its extremely important to delineate that information. Mr. Joe Capra 
applauded the presentation and inquired if the Stuart, Urban Map included 
Jensen and he said he supports the project. Ms. Bojanowski said that they will 
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ensure to check with the CRAs for accuracy. Mr. Capra pointed out the small 
node on the map that is supposed to be Beau Rivage, Stuart. Ms. Amy Eason 
requested that the percentages be double checked as she did a few and they were 
off. Mr. Driver expressed concern that there was an overlap in data. Ms. 
Bojanowski assured him that it wasn't a data overlap and that they are diligently 
trying to keep the boundaries very clear using the Census data and lines. Mr. 
Trahan expressed pleasure for the example of Port Salerno as Mr. Patteson had 
referenced that area previously regarding the number of pedestrian and cyclists 
due to the lack of vehicles, and the necessity of connectivity. Ms. Bojanowski 
restated that it is a work in progress and that staff will recheck the data and 
figures. Ms. Beltran said that staff recommends that the report be approved with 
the comments expressed here today prior to going to the MPO Board for review 
and approval. 

Mr. Joe Capra made a motion to accept staff's recommendation with the 
committee's comments. A second was provided by Mr. Steven Driver. 
There were no additional comments or discussion. The motion was 
approved unanimously. 

D. FREIGHT PRESENTATION 
Ms. Beth Beltran introduced Ms. Lisa Dykstra and Mr. Jeremy Upchurch from 
FOOT - District Four. Ms. Lisa Dykstra said that they were invited to come to 
provide an overview of the Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) Program as well as 
the Freight program adding that these are two Statewide Programs. She said that 
FOOT has seven districts throughout the State as well as the Florida Turnpike 
Enterprise. She provided a background on the creation/success of the SIS which 
was to increase the economic mobility competitiveness of the State and said that 
these facilities provide interregional as well as international transportation via 
airports and seaports. Ms. Dykstra noted that the designated facilities are 
categorized as Hubs, Corridors or Connectors and together they comprise the 
network. Hubs are air/sea or spaceports; passenger terminals include Freight 
Intermodal Terminals, as well as Intermodal Logistic Centers (ILC). She 
explained that the corridors connect the Hubs and they are highways, waterways 
and railroads. Ms. Dykstra advised that each district throughout the State 
competes for funding of these facilities. She provided a map to depict the 
facilities throughout the State and briefly highlighted the facilities in District 
Four. Ms. Dykstra said as the projects are identified and potentially eligible for 
funding, they will look for the appropriate Plan depending on the time needed 
adding that there are a five year, ten year and Long Range cost feasible SIS 
multimodal Plans with the first five being in the Work Program. Mr. Upchurch 
said that the Florida Chamber, Trade and Logistic Center in 2010 set the tone 
stating that Florida is being positioned to be a global center of trade and logistics. 
Mr. Upchurch talked about the State's Freight Mobility and Trade Plan which 
began in 2012. He stated that the prior Federal Legislation Moving Ahead for 
Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21) did not dedicate a specific source of 
freight funding. The most recent Federal Legislation is the Fixing America's 
Surface Transportation Act or "FAST Act" which began in 2015 and dedicated 
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$6.3 billion to freight projects over the next five years. He went on to outline 
the FAST Act Grant Program which is a $4.5 billion competitive grant program 
for freight projects. FDOT submitted and was awarded $10 million for a 
Statewide Truck Parking Availability System which will be put into place in the 
rest areas of Martin and St. Lucie County. This places sensors in truck parking 
spaces in rest areas and weight stations which are linked to message signs along 
I-95 which provide truckers information as to the number of spaces available at 
that facility. Mr. Upchurch said that this was designed because truckers are 
required to rest for eight hours after 11 hours driving. He said that FDOT 
recently completed the Southeast Florida Regional Freight Plan with the three 
MPOs south of Martin which identified the current freight conditions, missing 
freight infrastructure, future needs, as well as a future prioritization. Mr. 
Upchurch said that the Treasure Coast is doing a similar project with the 
Treasure Coast Regional Transportation Long Range Transportation Plan 
(LRTP). He said it differs in that the freight element will have the existing 
freight conditions, current networking infrastructure, then prioritizing some of 
the projects on the regional freight highway network, noting that future needs 
will not be part of this plan, but FDOT should be finished with this in the next 
few months. He noted that the term "Inland Port" has morphed into becoming 
Intermodal Logistics Centers (ILC) which provide for the movement of freight 
from one vehicle or vessel to another (aircraft, ship, rail or truck). These 
facilities encompassed everything, but not limited to, from warehousing to 
packaging and labeling. Mr. Upchurch noted that these ILCs need to be tied to a 
sea or airport or other commercial property. He said that it may consist of a 
variety of types of properties but must be accessible to multiple users. He 
advised that FDOT has created a grant program that is $5 million dollars a year 
and any one project may obtain at a maximum half of that in one year with a 
50% match. He mentioned that the toughest ILC requirement to meet is doing 
business with a port as the business isn't there yet while the ILC is being 
developed so it's a challenge. Mr. Upchurch said that there is more information 
on the ILCs and the Grant Program on the website for anyone interested. Mr. Al 
Zilg asked if the internal waterways have been considered for moving freight. 
Mr. Upchurch said if people/companies want to do that they do have the facilities 
if there was a business need for it the possibility is there. Mr. Capra noted that 
Indiantown would be a great facility, the Port of Fort Pierce is interested in 
expansion and having a direct line to the Port of Palm Beach would be excellent. 
He mentioned the importance of All Aboard Florida (AAF) and how its moving 
forward will impact the movement of freight on the Florida East Coast (FEC) rail 
lines. Mr. Capra said that though many have said this, he would prefer that the 
freight be moved to the CSX Rail line noting the benefits to Martin. Mr. George 
Stokus inquired how the ILC designation will come about. Mr. Upchurch said 
that it would come through FDOT at the State level, one would have to apply to 
the Grant Program Administrator. The ILC designation is specifically for the 
Grant. Mr. Stokus asked if it's through a Consortium of private land owners that 
are interested in that designation and if some landowners in Indiantown 
requested an ILC designation they don't need the Board of County Commission 
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(BOCC) approval they could approach FDOT, form an ILC to obtain the grant 
funding and start building a spur or something. Ms. Dykstra said that FDOT 
would look for letters of support from the community as well as if it would be 
consistent with the Comprehensive Plan for that area. It was noted that having 
more support in the local area is important. 

The Chair said that an additional item was requested to be added and he turned 
the floor over to Ms. Beltran. Ms. Beltran said that Ms. Victoria Williams is 
here from FDOT's Florida Turnpike District, which is a separate entity from 
District Four in Fort Lauderdale. She said that this committee recently heard 
District Four's Citizens' Report and Ms. Williams would like to address the 
resurfacing project on the Turnpike. This project was discussed at the last 
meeting in the TIP Amendment which involved adding funds to the project. Ms. 
Williams said that she is the MPO Liaison for the Turnpike for Districts Four and 
Six. Ms. Williams said this funding for resurfacing the Turnpike through Martin 
County has been included in the Turnpike's Tentative Work Program. Ms. 
Williams said that there was over a million dollars for Liner Engineering in last 
year's Work Program, which will roll forward. Now, there are construction 
funds for FY 2017 which totals $43,001,000 which should cover the cost ofthis 
project. It is more than last year but FDOT wanted to bring this to Martin to 
show the commitment level of this resurfacing project. She said it will include 
guard rail installation, signage and pavement marking improvements but no 
lighting. Ms. Beltran advised that this project needs a recommendation of 
support to move forward to the MPO Board. 

Mr. Joe Capra made a motion to recommend this project to the MPO 
Board. The motion was seconded by Ms. Julie Preast. There was no further 
discussion. The motion passed unanimously. 

5. COMMENTS FROM COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
Ms. Julie Preast expressed congratulations to Mr. Amerson on the Dixie Highway 
sidewalk completion, North of Martin Luther King Boulevard. She inquired as to 
what will happen in the area going toward Kiwanis Park. Mr. Amerson said that 
there is a gap but based on the AAF additional tracks, drawings have been revised, 
which created drainage conflicts and financial issues. He has contacted the CRA 
coordinator who asked that plans continue on with the original scope as well as from 
Florida Street/Dixie Highway to Johnson Avenue. He said it could possibly connect 
to FDOT's TAP Complete Street's Project in the Johnson Avenue/Kindred Street 
vicinity. 

Mr. Amerson commented on an email that Ms. Preast submitted to Ms. Beltran. He 
said he has talked with FDOT and Joe Capra of Captec who will provide the City 
with the scope of work for pavement markings for "sharrows" on the Bascule Bridge. 
Mr. Amerson said that the costs should be minimal, but it's going through the FDOT 
process. Ms. Preast said that public education will be needed as well to which Mr. 
Amerson agreed. 
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Mr. Zilg said that he's noticed the bus shelters that have been erected but they don't 
have a map or schedule. It was noted that the Transit Manager had to leave for a 
prior meeting, but that someone would be back in touch with Mr. Zilg on this matter. 
Mr. Amerson advised that schedules may be located on the County's website and in 
various locations around town, but the manager will get back in touch with you. Mr. 
Zilg suggested that advertising in the shelters could offset the up-keep expenses as is 
done everywhere else in the county. 

6. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC 
None 

7. COMMENTS FROM FOOT 
None. 

8. NEXT MEETINGS 
TAC Meeting-February 6, 2017 at 1:30 PM 
CAC Meeting-February 8, 2017 at 9:00 AM 
BPAC Meeting-February 13, 2017 at 4:00 PM 

9. ADJOURN 
Ms. Julie Preast made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Mr. Joe Capra 
provided a second. There were no objections. The meeting adjourned at 3:31 
PM. 

Recorded and Prepared by: 

t H. Brassard, ~aministrative Specialist II 
Da~. /.J,2/2/7 

Approved by: 

Date: Z fats, (/ 7 
Sam AmersoQ, Chair 

~~- Date: ·z/<] /I ·7 
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